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This sequence was made by taking the choral song ‘Salvator Mundi’, lasting about 
2:30, from ‘MESSAGE FROM CANTERBURY’ and editing the images to the music 
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http://www.sfbach.org/text-salvator-mundi 
 
Save us – a prayer for help – the images put a faith in lamps to counter the fading sun 
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The opening images are from ‘POWER LINES’, electricity generation, overlayed with 
the nurse from ‘STUDENT NURSE’. Some of the images are darkened using the 
Brightness and Contrast video effect. 
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I particularly like this image of the injection from ’STUDENT NURSE’ – afterwards I 
made a connection of the injection into the blood like the circuit of electricity. 
 
There are lots of superimpositions in this sequence made using opacity keying. 
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More shots from ‘POWER LINES’ – science and technology of power. 
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This shot from ‘POWER LINES’ has a slight pause using Speed/Duration on the clip – 
the toddler appears to applaud the arrival of power. 
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SUPERIMPOSITION SEQUENCE – power cables being deployed. 
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A sequence of shots taken from ‘POWER LINES’ without any changes – showing 
electricity being generated. 
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NURSE SUPERIMPOSITION SEQUENCE 
Nurse from ‘STUDENT NURSE’ superimposed over shots from ‘POWER LINES’.  
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‘STUDENT NURSE’ overlayed with the window cleaner’s hand from ‘LOOKING 
THROUGH GLASS’ – a very pleasing shot. 
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And with three images – ‘STUDENT NURSE’, ‘LOOKING THROUGH GLASS’ and ‘POWER 
LINES’. 
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The sequence ends with the darkened hand from ‘LOOKING THROUGH GLASS’. 
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The addition of the choir from ’MESSAGE FROM CANTERBURY’ bridges into the next 
sequence about the making of light bulbs. 
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LAMP MANUFACTURE SEQUENCE 
Shots taken from ‘GOOD VALUE’, with a bit of editing to shorten the original sequence 
of shots. 
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HAND AND LAMPS SEQUENCE 
 
The ‘The Wonderful Lamp’ poster shot is from ‘LONDON TERMINUS’. I really like how 
the hands and lamp come together in this final part of the whole sequence. 
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The ‘STUNDENT NURSE’ shot has its own fade effect that works well at the end of the 
sequence as a whole. The nurse is a ‘character’ who appears throughout ‘WITHOUT 
SUN’. 
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